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Traditional Cookie Model 
Strings of data stored by browser & requested by servers when a user visits a website 
●  Includes a maximum expiration time 
●  User can clear the data at any time (all or some) 

 
 



Understanding Ad Effectiveness 



Crumbling Cookies 
The cookie is increasingly ineffective because: 

●  Cookies can only identify a user within the same browser 

●  Increasing % of browsing is on mobile browsers (Safari by default blocks third-party 
cookies) 

●  Increasing % of web behavior occurs in apps. No link to cookies/web browsing. 

●  Consumers today access the web via an expanding array of devices and platforms: 

Devices 
•Phones 
•PCs 
•Tablets/eReaders 
•Media Streaming / Gaming 
•Wearables 
•Virtual Reality 
•Home Control 

Consumer Software 
•Search Engines 
•Location Services 
•Speech Recognition 
•Office Suites 
•Email Services 
•Mobile Messaging 
•Social Networks 
•Cloud Services 
•Photos 
•Video / Music Players 

Platforms 
•Operating Systems 
•Browsers 
•App Stores 
•Ad Networks 
•Social Plug-Ins 
•Analytics 



1. Authenticated Services 



2. Data Matching Across Websites & Apps 
Third-Party Data 



3. Wi-Fi (IP Address or Local Router BBSSID) 
 

Multiple devices probably belong to the same owner if they access the Internet via the 
same home Wi-Fi router, and are turned on at roughly the same time every evening. 

(Not necessarily limited by rotating IP addresses) 



4. Browser Fingerprinting 
Browsers and devices, even when they don’t have an available cookie or advertising ID, nevertheless 
have unique attributes that allow the creation of a statistical identifier or a browser “fingerprint”. 
Also called “server side recognition” also enables the linkage of a user of a mobile app to the 
same user of a mobile web browser within the same device. 



5. ISPs 
In addition, Internet Service Providers (ISPs) can enable tracking of users across 
devices by inserting a unique identifier in web traffic that can be used by an ad 
network partner as a cookie alternative.  

  
 

▶ Not feasible when web traffic 
is encrypted, or when the user 
is on Wi-Fi or using another ISP 
(e.g. at home vs. at work). 



Location Services 
▶  Controlled by mobile operating system (OS) 
▶  Aggregates data from different sources—including GPS, cellular triangulation, 

nearby Wi-Fi, and Bluetooth 
▶  Apps/websites must get affirmative permission from the user via the OS to access 



Location Services 
Increasingly Nuanced Choices: 
▶  In current iOS, location permission is separated into categories of “Never,” 

“While Using,” or “Always,” with an arrow glyph indicating app usage. 
▶  If an app has been using Location Services in the background (while the app 

was not in use), iOS will notify the user and re-confirm permission. 
▶  iOS 10 will require apps/websites to state a reason why they are requesting 

the data 
▶  Android will also move to a new permission model 



Other Mobile Location 
Methods 



Cell Tower Location (Coarse) 



Wi-Fi Signals 



Carrier Triangulation 

▶ Network-based location technique 
▶  Available to Carriers 
▶  Data also available to Apps and 

Websites without OS location 
permission through Cell ID lookup 
databases. 

▶ Mobile OS location services are 
more accurate because 
supplemented by GPS and Wi-Fi. 
▶  Not available to Carriers. (Some 

additional information available via 
E911 channel.)  



Wi-Fi Signals 
WPS Unique 

Addresses Opt Out? 

Google Unknown _nomap 

Microsoft Unknown Enroll MAC 

Skyhook Unknown Enroll MAC/
IP 

LocationAPI.org > 709 million _nomap 

Mozilla > 272 million _nomap 

Combain > 602 million _nomap 

Navizon > 480 million No 

WiGLE > 198 million Enroll MAC 

▶  There are databases of all MAC addresses/
IP of Wi-Fi routers and their known 
locations 

 

▶  All OS’s + Android apps can detect router 
identifiers + their signal strengths without 
receiving location permission from user 

 

▶  (Android permissions may be changing 
following the InMobi settlement) 

 

▶  iOS apps cannot detect 
 

▶  Limited Opt Out choices for the owner of 
the router 
 



Lessons from InMobi 
▶  Ad network used data from Wi-Fi to infer location 

▶  Told its app developer partners that when the user 
turned off Location Services, the network would stop 
collecting location information—but collected location 
via Wi-Fi anyway, even when user had turned off 
Loccation Services 

▶  Federal Trade Commission (FTC) brought an 
enforcement action for “deceptive practices” 

So what happens when there is a conflict between the ad net or 
marketer policy and the platform or browser policy or permission 
dialogue? 

Press Release, June 22, 2016 



Beacons 

▶  Consist of a chip and other 
electronic components (e.g., 
antenna) on a small circuit board.  
 

▶  Essentially a radio transmitter that 
sends out a one-way signal to 
devices equipped to receive it. 
 

▶  For more, see FPF’s 
Understanding Beacons: A Guide to 
Beacon Technology 
 





Moving beyond apps… 
Google’s Eddystone & the “Physical Web” 
 
▶  Beacons can now trigger OS-level 

notifications and permit actions (such as 
clicking on a link or launching an app) 

▶ User must enable The Physical Web, directly 
on Android or via Chrome on iOS 

Beacons 



Bluetooth Beacons without App 

▶ Google’s Eddystone 
technology allows beacon 
owners to register the 
beacon location for 
improving location accuracy 
 



Emerging Alternatives  
●  LED 
●  Audio 
●  Magnetic 



Array of Mobile Sensors 
Requires permission: 
▶  Camera 
▶ Microphone 

No permission needed: 
▶ Magnetometer 
▶ Gyroscope 
▶  Accelerometer 



LED 

▶  Accessible by App 
and website 
provider 

▶  Requires Camera 
Permission 



LED 
▶  LED Lighting can be used for indoor positioning: 

▶  To locate people, help them locate items, measure dwell times  
▶  often combined with Bluetooth, Wi-Fi, and other sensors 

 

▶  Requires an app, with opt-in camera access 
 

▶  Pros: extremely precise (centimeters) 
▶  Cons: app must be open and in the foreground due to OS limitation (thus 

often helpful to combine this with other signals, e.g. accelerometer/GPS); 
may require expensive front-end installation of lighting 



Audio 
▶  Requires app with 

microphone permission 
 

▶  App detects audio signal 
emitted by in-store device, 
inaudible to the human ear 



Magnetic 
▶ Wi-Fi Simultaneous Localization And 

Mapping, acquired by Apple, 2013. 
▶ Uses device’s magnetometer, 

gyroscope, and accelerometer with 
Wi-Fi-based position to improve 
accuracy 

▶  Location accessible by OS and App 
provider 

▶ No permissions needed 
▶  Requires prior mapping of indoor 

area with similar device 



PCs Tracked, too… 
 



Mobile Location Analytics 

▶ Network-based technique 
▶  Available to brick-and-mortar 

businesses and 3rd-party partners 
▶  Rotating mobile-device MAC 

address limits tracking 
▶  Currently on iPhone/iOS devices 

only 
▶  IEEE is developing a rotating-

identifier standard 
 





Accuracy 

▶ GPS via Satellites ~ 20 yards 
▶  Cell Tower ~ varies depending upon density of towers (~50 yards-miles) 
▶ Mobile OS Location Services using Wi-Fi and Bluetooth ~ 50-100 yards 
▶  Location analytics: passively tracking MAC addresses ~ 10 yards 

▶  Mobile Location Code of Conduct (www.smart-places.org) 
▶  Tracking location of users who have joined in-store Wi-Fi networks ~ 10 yards 
▶  Beacon technologies ~ 1-2 yards 
▶  Internal Magnetic Sensor ~ 1-2 yards 

 



iOS 10 Changes 
Limited Ad Tracking 
iOS allows developers to target advertisements to app 
users by using a unique ID called “Identifier for 
Advertising” (IDFA or IFA).  
Previously, users could select “Limit Ad 
Tracking” (LAT) and a flag would be sent with the ad 
request--most treated this as an opt out of 
behaviorally targeted advertising (OBA). 
In iOS 10, LAT will zero out the IDFA. This will 
prevent the previously permitted “frequency capping, 
attribution, conversion events, estimating the number 
of unique users, advertising fraud detection, and 
debugging” uses of this ID. 
 
 



Challenges 

▶ What is Personal vs De-Identified 

▶ What Is Sensitive 

▶ Enter the Civil Rights Community 

▶ Ethics – Review processes 

▶ Algorithmic Discrimination 

▶ Fairness 

▶ Privacy in the Trump-Brexit Era 





Discrimination 



Questions? 

❖  www.fpf.org 
❖  facebook.com/futureofprivacy 
❖  @futureofprivacy 


